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Chapter lV: The Decca Phase Four Recordings
with a more worn one. There could also

of all of the recording

sessions
lnade for the Phase Four label took
place in England. Most notablY, re'
cordings were made in Holland
and also in the United States. Some of these
latter albums were only released in America,
and there were a few recordings that were
released on the label in England but not in
America.
The vast majority of Phase Four albums,
though, were released on both sides of the
Atlanlig and as far as I can make out there
was no universal policy within Decca to vary

be

differences between stampers made from the
same master acetate But any such variations
would be distributed quite randomly among
British and American releases, since they
both came from the same pressing machines
Finally, a small percentage of the record'
ings were copi
Decca in New
there, and cert
an instant degr
ever happened

of the acetate, since the tape sent over was
a further generation from the master.

in one country is superior to that of another
country ls over-simplification, if not naivete.

, L.,?(rob"

Differences often have nothing to do with the

For those interested

in

pursuing dif'

ferences between specific pressings in their
possession, the Buckmann Meyer effect can

be studied. When viewed under a filament
tungsten lamp, different cutting levels on a
disC will reflect different frequencies of the
visible spectrum and it is thus possible to
measure, or even just to seg differences

given time.
Almost all Phase Four releases for both the
United States and British markets, whether

related to varying frequency response and to

the dynamic level of the grooves on a disc.
There is one other interesting, non-audiq

didn't seem to mind. They just wanted the
higher impact. Whereas the level was taken
down below the distortion point for the UK
market. . ."
But not all the records were recut in this

way. Many of the Phase Four pressings released in the US were taken from the very
same run of pressings as the British ones and
there should be no difference at all between

them in terms of sound qualitY.
There were, of course, variations which
were inherent in the pressing process. There

might be

differences between different

masters (when more than one acetate was

cut, whatever the reason, from the master

tape) and, despite quality control, there could
be differences between pressings, depending

on whether they were stamped at the beginning of a run with a new stamper or whether
they were stamped towards the end of a run

difference about a small number of the Amer'
ican pressings: They have fewer tracks than
the equivalent British issue. This came about
because of the differential between the
British and the higher American copyright
fees. Because of the higher cost per title, a
track might be dropped from each side of a
pressing destined for the American market.
Anyway, both for those who still feel that
the British pressing is always the one to get

)OL] CAN AFFORD
THAT SOL]ND LIKE )OL] CAN'T
SPEAKERS

and also in order to note differences in re'

lease patterns, I shall start listing both
catalogue numbers in the order UI(USA. Alsg
where there is an album name printed on the
sleeve I shall list that album title first, exact'
ly as printed, and then, as necessary the in'
dividual works.
By the way, PFS stands for Phase Four
Series; SP for Special Products; SPC for
Special Products Classical.
For this installment I shall start with an ex'
ample of the onesided, Atlantically speaking,
releases.
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afford to do without.
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-

Fiedler Conducts Gershwin: I Got Rhythm.
Boston fups, Arthur Fiedler (cond.). [Raymond
Fcw (prod.); Mike Mailes (eng.).1 [No UK

llelease.l SPC 21185.

ln spite of the album title above, this disc
does not include Gershwin's song "l Got Rhythm" from the 1930 Girl Crazy. What the
album does contain, howeve( is a suite from
Girl Crazy, the overtures to Oh, Kay!, Funny
Face,l-et Them Eat Cake, and Ot Thee / Srng,
plus'Wintergreen for President" from Ot Thee
/ Stng. Three Preludes are played in their orchestral version and Ralph Votapek is the
piano soloist in the Second Rhapsody.
No producer or engineer is listed on the
sleeve but the producer was Raymond Few
who made four recordings with Arthur Fiedler.
On this session, the engineer was Mike Mailes
whq on returning to London, said that he had
found Boston's Symphony Hall to have a diffi-

cult acoustic to work in. I do find that this
is one of Phase Four's less successful recordings.

The album was released in 1979 and was
among the very last of the Phase Four issues.

The most conspicuous failing is the lack of
presence, usually such a strong point with
these recordings. Apparently it was felt at the
time that Mailes may have set his microphones too far back from the orchestra, but

interestingly enough, while the imaging is
precise, there is little sense of the hall
ambience.
The soundstage is flattish, the higher fre
quencies are on the thin side: Listen to the
tinny sounding brush work on the cymbals.
Likewise, the moodily played, atmospheric
Prelude No. 2 sounds fine until the thinstringed violins enter. The bass is woolly, and
the lack of richness in the high frequencies
combined with the weak low frequencies contributes to a "boxy" sounding piano during
the Second Rhapsody.
Given the attractiveness of the program,
the lack of sonic splendor is a pity. Yet Phase
Four at its best could produce a magnificent
sound for Gershwin as can be heard when
Raymond Few teamed up with engineer
Arthur Bannister for "Variations on I Got Rhythm" on lhe Four Faces of Jazz album
conducted by Bernard Herrmann. There the
imaging is wonderfully holographic and the
clarity is eye opening-and talk about dimensionality! There is also an attractive, mellow,
pellucid piano sound.
As for Bernard Herrmann, he knew how to
conduct Gershwin. Fiedler apparently did not.

Where Herrmann imparted character and flair
to the music, Fiedler, on the evidence of this
album, turned the lot into generalized showtune pieces.
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MASSENET l-e Cid

- Ballet Music. MEYles Pati-

ERBEEFUCONSTANT I-AMBERT

-

Ballet Suite. Netherlands Radio
Philharmonic Orchestra, Stanley Black

neurs

(cond.). [Raymond Few (prod.); Arthur Bannister (eng.).1 PFS 4322. [No US release.]

Although no venue or other production
details are given on the sleeve, the producer
and engineer were as listed above and the
recording was made in the radio studio at
Avrq Hilversum. The album was released in

April

1975.

Stanley Black is a versatile performer who
started his musical career as a gifted young
pianist. As a conductoG his range spans from
the central classical repertoire to the lighter
pops material. He is also considered an exceptional arranger of the lighter works. Black
conducted a series of popular concerts, based on the Boston Pops recipq at the gargantuan Victorian Alexandra Falace, in London,
until it burned down a few years ago. He now
conducts the Liverpool Philharmonic Orchestra and the BBC Concert Orchestra, among
others.

The Massenet work consists of ballet
music composed for the opera, l-e Cid. l.r.s

Patineurs fl'he Skaters)is an adaptation of excerpts from two operas by Meyerbeer: l-e Pro
phet and llEtoile du Nord.
For a period of time, the Phase Four recording team made frequent, hectic trips on the
night boat across the North Sea to Hilversum.
The radio studio at Avro was, acoustically
speaking, a fairly dead space, and electronic
reverberation was added. But listen as I may,
I cannot detect its presence What I can hear,
though, is a lovely delicacy of balance and
exemplary clarity of imaging.
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The flute and English horn duo with harp
accornpaniment in the "Madrilene" from Le
Cid is most tastefully done, with believable
balances. Only in the final "Navarraise" does
thc sonic cohesion come apart, with the
castanets sounding forlorn and in a different
acoustic at the extreme right.

Chackslield Plays Rogers and Hart Orchestra
and Chorus conducted by Frank Chacksfield,

Joanne Brown (soprano). [Raymond Few
(prod.); Arlhur Lilley (eng.).) PFS 4331/SP
44223.

of presence is a little more
subdued-there is a less "brilliant" qualThe sense

ity-than on the very best of the Phase Four

recordings, but, the recording is nevertheless,

aptly suited to both the music and to the
pleasant, if innocuous, music, which is wellconducted and played.

(he is listed as "Recording Director'). The or-

RAVEL Bolero; l-a Valse; Pavane pour une lntante Detunte. Royal Philharmonic Orchestra,
Pierre Monteux (cond.). [Raymond Few (prod.);
Arthur Lilley (eng.).] PFS 4226ISPQ 21064.

Now here's a real sizzler, where presence
is concerned. ln this November 1971 release,
Arthur Lilley has created an excellent spread
of orchestral texture within a first rate sound-

stage-just listen to the beautifully captured
flute and side drum at the start of Bolero,
both of which are clearly situated in a real
space; the ambience of the empty hall can
be heard around them.
Every now and then there is an obtrusive
featurg such as an occasional too prominently fluttering flutq but the grip of the bass line,

the sound of the back wall behind the percussion, the fast transients, the excellent
dimensionality, and that beautifully placed
horn solo in the Pavane all make for an exceptional recording.
Exceptional is also the word for the playing of the RPQ which performs with fire and
considerable bravura. Monteux's interpretations are impassioned and, in I-a Valsq hint
at the grotesquerie beneath the surface.
Bolero has a nice sensuous, sinuous quali-

ty that makes this a musically satisfying
reading-rather than just a hell for leather
blockbuster-with just the right tinge of the
Latin American influence.
Lovely record.

This July 1971 releasc contairrs casy listcn-

ing music in bright instrumcntal colors and
in bright, close-up soun<!.
A few details first:1bny DAmato is listed
on the sleeve as "Executive Producer" but
Raymond Few actually produced the album
chestra and chorus have no name because
they consisted of session musicians hired for
the recording.
The sound is a collage of sonic images on
a manufacturered soundstage. Thus, we hear
Joanne Brown singing as though in an empty bath housg so much reverberation is there,

and accompanied by a strange sound as

though someone were humming beneath his
breath to the right of her. ''Ibn Cents a Dance"
includes, predictably enough, the sound of a
cash registe6 but the neat trick is that it
sounds as though it were recorded from inside the cash drawer!
No need, then, to say that everything is
recorded very close-up on a multiplicity of
tracks and that the presence is astonishing

with whiplash transients. But the record is
worth hearing for the festivities at the end of
'Uohnny One-Note'which becomes a riot of
bells that sound as though they were left over
from an 1812 Ovefture session. Also note the
solid blocks of pizzicato in "Thou Swell'i

BE ASSERTIVE
Do loudspeokers moke o lot of demonds on you?
Gimme oll your money!
Gimme more room!
Gimme more power!
Gimme, Gimme, Gimme-it never seems to end!
Thot's why we developed the Amethyst 30, Arthough ifs bosed
on the concepts ond innovotions pioneered in our s7000 reference system, the Amethyst 10 (see TAS review in 36/Bs), ifs only
s1650 per poir, And il's o lot closer thon ony speoker
deserves to
be of this price.

So be osserlive.

Go right down to your Essence deoler ond heor speed ond

tronsporency thot soy "electrostotic," clynomics thot scny "lorge"
(in o smoller ottroctive pockoge), ond tonol bolonce ond imoging thot scry "very expensive."
The Essence Amethyst 30: s1650 never sounded like thisr

There is the brassy, powerful, swinging
track,'The Lady ls aTiamp':-an exciting big
band sound that is well worth the price of
the album.

TCHAIKOVSKY: 1812 Overture; Nutcracker
Suife. Jack Kraft and Larry Alexander (Arp
Synthesizer). [Larry A]exander (eng.).1 PFS
4395/SPC 21168.

Here is an album that belongs on every
audiophile's turntable A sonic wallow that will
leave tears of joy running down your cheeks.
The recording was made in Ultima Studiog
Blauvelt, New York, and released in September of 1977. A little late in cashing in on the
'Switched On" crazg the recording was made
some two years after Wendy Carlos's album
containing a Moog synthesizer version of the
Nutcracker (on Columbia M 32088, Walter
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Send for o fiee, fulFcolor informotion pocket.

ESSENCE
805 M Street, Lincoln, NE 68508
(4O2) 477-0600

Carlos by Request-a riot of a recording,
which contains the wonderful "Fompous Circumstancesl based on Elgarb you*now-what).
I do not know the contractual origin of the
recording. The matrix number (ZAL 14768) indicates that it was both commissioned and
also recorded by Decca of London, but this
was clearly not the case. I presume that Decca just bought the tapes outright. From the
matrix number it is clear that the master was
cut by Harry Fisher in London and the discs
were pressed by a plant in Holland rather
than, as was the norm, in Decca's New Malden pressing plant.
Whatever the origins, the result is a syn-

thesizer realization of the two Tchaikovsky
works that is highly musical and a sonic four
de force. The soundstaging is simply astonishing, with waves of sound whooshing around

the room in front of, behind, beyond (ust

Dance'), and diagonally across, the loud.
speakers. Added to this is the extraordinary
dimensional imaging, with rows of notes approaching the listener or turning around and
zipping back into the distance. The sense of
presence is both immediate and powerful.
The only sonic weakness is the lack of the
lower frequencies But I soon forgot that, for
this is such an exuberant and virtuosic use
of the recorded soundstage-an audio riot-

multi-tracking run amok (almost 200

dividual tracks used).

But

it

works! And

it

darn well

in-

works

musically as well as sonically. These are not
just transcriptions but joyous recreations of
the music; actually, in terms of the basic
foundation of rhythm and tempo and appropriateness of sounds and modulation, this is
a rather good interpretation of the music.

listen to those horse's hooves in the "Russian
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